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Disclaimer

The American Health Information Management Association makes no representation or guarantee with respect to the contents herein and specifically disclaims any implied guarantee of suitability for any specific purpose. AHIMA has no liability or responsibility to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused by the use of this audio seminar, including but not limited to any loss of revenue, interruption of service, loss of business, or indirect damages resulting from the use of this program.

As a provider of continuing education, the American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA) must assure balance, independence, objectivity and scientific rigor in all of its endeavors. AHIMA is solely responsible for control of program objectives and content and the selection of presenters. All speakers and planning committee members are expected to disclose to the audience:

1) any significant financial interest or other relationships with the manufacturer(s) or provider(s) of any commercial product(s) or services(s) discussed in an educational presentation;
2) any significant financial interest or other relationship with any companies providing commercial support for the activity; and
3) if the presentation will include discussion of investigational or unlabeled uses of a product.

The intent of this requirement is not to prevent a speaker with commercial affiliations from presenting, but rather to provide the participants with information from which they may make their own judgments.
Faculty

Chana Feinberg, RHIA
Ms. Feinberg is director of health information management at Unity Health System, in Rochester, NY, where her responsibilities include ensuring the accuracy and confidentiality of all patient records. Previously, Ms. Feinberg was at Mt. Sinai Hospital of Queens where she was director of health information management as well as HIPAA Privacy Officer, responsible for the implementation of the hospital-wide HIPAA program.

Aviva Halpert, MA, RHIA, CHP
Ms. Halpert is the Chief HIPAA Officer at Mount Sinai Medical Center in New York. Ms Halpert has over 25 years experience in health information management (HIM), and is a frequent speaker and author on both HIPAA and HIM topics. During her career, she has served as a Privacy and Compliance Officer, Director of Clinical Information Resources, and Director of Special Projects for Mount Sinai. She is a very active member with AHIMA, the Health Information Management Association of New York City and the NYC Metro InfraGard Members Alliance.
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What is a Disclosure

- A Disclosure occurs when a covered entity releases, transfers or divulges information to anyone who is not part of that entity.

Patient Rights

- Patient has the right to access his/her own medical record for inspection and/or copies upon written request
- Patient has the right to request an amendment or a correction to his/her own PHI
Disclosure General Overview

Authorizations
- An authorization is required for all uses or disclosures of health information except:
  - treatment
  - payment
  - health care operations (TPO)
  
  45 CFR §164.508

Disclosure General Overview

• Exceptions
  - Statutory Requirements
  - Public Health
  - Education
  - IRB-approved waiver for research
  - Emergencies
  - Limited Law Enforcement
  - Identification of Deceased or Cause of Death
Disclosures General Overview

- An authorization is required for all releases of psychotherapy notes

Treatment

The coordination, or management of health care and any related services among health care providers.

Can you fax patient information to a specialist upon physician office request without a patient authorization?
**Payment**

- Payment encompasses the various activities of health care providers to obtain payment or reimbursement for their services.
  - Examples of Payment include:
    - Determining eligibility and coverage under a plan
    - Billing and Collection activities
- Can you release information to an insurance company that is not listed as the payor without an authorization.

---

**Health Care Operations**

- Health Care Operations are certain administrative, financial, and quality improvement activities of an entity bound by HI PAA rules, that are needed to run its business and to support the ability to treat patients and receive payment for care provided.
  - Examples Include
    - Audits
    - Quality Assurance
    - Risk Management
Statutory Requirements/Public Health

- Releases required by law
  - Is the Emergency Room allowed to call Child Protective Services if they suspect child abuse?

- Reporting applicable cases to the Centers for Disease Control.

Statutory Requirements/Public Health

- Registry Activities
- Different States have different registry reporting requirements, e.g.,
  - Cancer Registry
  - Alzheimer
  - Congenital Malformations
  - Gun Shot Wounds
  - Animal Bites
**Emergencies**

- Exercise Best Judgment
- Ensure that it would be in the best interest of the patient
- Require patient or personal representative to send the authorization after the fact

**Polling Question #1**

Can a health care provider located at a disaster site release information without an authorization to the American Red Cross to assist in locating family members?

*1 Yes
*2 No
Emergencies

- Hurricane Katrina
  - The privacy rule permits the use and disclosure of PHI to:
    - Treat Patients
    - Identify, locate, and notify family members and certain other individuals of a patient's location, general condition or death
    - Obtain the services of disaster relief agencies such as the American Red Cross
    - Carry out public health activities
    - Prevent or lessen serious and imminent threats to health or safety

The privacy rule was NOT designed to interfere with the provision of health care or the coordination of disaster relief efforts that are needed to respond to Hurricane Katrina or like disasters
Law Enforcement

- Court Ordered Subpoenas
- Family Court
- Grand Jury Subpoenas
- Law Enforcement Inquiry
  - Minimum Necessary
  - De-identified Information

Polling Question #2

Is an authorization required with a subpoena Duces Tecum?

* 1  Yes
* 2  No
Business Associates

- A business associate (BA) is a person or entity that performs certain functions or activities that involve the use or disclosure of protected health information on behalf of a covered entity.
- This can include software vendors, medical reviewers, contract attorneys, auditors, etc.

Business Associates

- A business associate agreement (BAA) is a document that is signed by both parties to obtain satisfactory assurances that the BA will appropriately safeguard the protected health information (PHI) of the covered entity.
- A BAA must be signed any time a business or individual handles PHI on behalf of the covered entity.
Business Associates

- A member of the healthcare provider's workforce (employee) is not a business associate.

- Another healthcare provider handling PHI in order to take care of its patient is not a Business Associate.

Minimum Necessary

- When using or disclosing protected health information (PHI) a covered entity must make reasonable efforts to limit the use or disclosure of PHI to the minimum necessary to accomplish the intended purpose of the use, disclosure, or request.
Minimum Necessary

- Minimum necessary rule does not apply to:
  - Disclosures for Treatment
  - Disclosures to the patient or individual to whom the PHI belongs
  - Uses or disclosures made pursuant to an individual’s authorization
  - Disclosures to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) in order to comply with HIPAA
  - Uses or disclosures required for compliance with the standardized (HIPAA) transactions.
  - Uses or disclosures that are required by law.

Accounting of Disclosures

- Individuals have a right to receive a list of all disclosures (accounting of disclosures) of PHI made by a covered entity in the six years prior to the date on which the accounting is requested.
Accounting of Disclosures

Exceptions:
- Disclosures for TPO purposes
- Disclosures to the patient
- Disclosures to persons involved in the patient’s care or notices to family members or friends of the patient’s location, general condition and/or death,
- Disclosures for national security and intelligence purposes
- Disclosures that occurred prior to the April 14, 2003 compliance date

Redisclosure

- Is Redisclosure of information allowed?
  - All valid authorizations must include a statement that the “information may be redisclosed if the recipient(s) as described on this form is not required by law to protect the privacy of the information, and such information is no longer protected by federal health information privacy regulations”
**Redisclosure**

- The redisclosure of Drug and Alcohol abuse is generally prohibited in accordance with the Confidentiality of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Patient Records rules

---

**It’s Not So simple**

- The Rules are Straightforward

- Real life situations are not
Sticky Disclosure Issues

• Adoption
  • Proof of identity
  • Access to the mother’s record
    • Example: “I want to know where my deceased twin was buried”

Sticky Disclosure Issues

• Access to the chart of a minor #1
  • What if the parents are divorced?
  • What if they are separated?
  • What if neither parent has custody?
Sticky Disclosure Issues

- **Access to the chart of a minor (cont.)**
  - Both parents have equal access rights even if they are divorced unless it is deemed that giving access to one or both of them would be harmful to the minor.
  - Example: Child who threatened to harm herself if she had to go back to her father.

Sticky Disclosure Issues

- **Access to the chart of a minor #2**
  - What if the minor has a child?
  - What if she wants an abortion?
  - How do you bill?
Sticky Disclosure Issues

In most states:
- a minor who is pregnant, has a child, or had an abortion is an emancipated minor and his/her PHI may not be disclosed (even to a parent) without authorization
- you may not disclose any sexually related PHI without the patient's authorization.

Psychiatric Patients
- Difference between lacking capacity and having a psychiatric diagnosis.
- Who may authorize disclosure?
  - The Patient?
  - The Personal Representative?
  - The Next of Kin?
  - The Physician?
Sticky Disclosure Issues

- **Patient Advocates - What is their role?**
  - Who called them in?
  - What other access do they have once they are in the door?
  - **Example:** Legal representatives in a psychiatric unit

- **Business Associate (BA)**
  - Who is a BA?
    - Anyone who handles PHI on behalf of the covered Entity (CE)
  - Who is not a BA?
    - Other provider treating patient
    - Vendor who needs PHI to bill
Sticky Disclosure Issues

- Business Associate (BA) - cont.
  - Beware slick operators
  - Minimum Necessary applies
  - Example:
    Vendor-Durable Medical Equipment (DME)

Sticky Disclosure Issues

- Is a VIP’s information protected?
  - Is s/he listed in the directory?
  - What kind of information is requested?
  - What is your source?
Polling Question #3

Do you disclose records of deceased patients in the absence of the authorization from an executor of the estate?

*1 Yes
*2 No

Sticky Disclosure Issues

- Records of Deceased Patients
  - Is there a personal representative?
  - Does your state have regulations regarding release?
  - What is the purpose of the information?
    - To obtain life insurance?
    - To obtain genetic information?
    - To initiate litigation?
Sticky Disclosure Issues

- Records of Deceased Patients (cont.)
  - Does a research consent extend beyond death?
  - Anticipating the problem with a properly executed authorization
  - Example: Alzheimer’s Brain Bank

Polling Question #4

Do you get many out of state requests and do they pose problems?

* 1 yes, and they pose no problem
* 2 yes, but they create some problems
* 3 we do not get out of state requests
State Law Preempts HI PAA

- State law preempts HI PAA if it is stricter and contrary to HI PAA

- Source: 45 CFR Section 160.23 privacy rule

State Law Preempts HI PAA

- In practice:
  - Very complex calculations
  - Check with your legal counsel
  - Varies from state to state
  - Check on your state website
  - Search on references attached
  - Check with your legal counsel
State Law Preempts HIPAA

- Areas that are generally the province of the state:
  - Public health reporting
  - DOH access to medical records
  - Patient access laws
- Example: NYS requires consent to disclose PHI for treatment purposes

Resource/Reference List

Websites:
American Health Information Management Association (AHIMA)
www.ahima.org
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
www.cms.hhs.gov/hipaa/hipaa2
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)
www.gpoaccess.gov/cfr/index.html
Electronic Privacy Organization (EPIC)
www.epic.org/
National Council on Vital Health Statistics (NCVHS)
www.ncvhs.hhs.gov/
Office of Civil Rights (OCR)
www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa/
**Websites (cont.)**

**Regulations: E Signature**
- Federal: Medicare Conditions of Participation - §482.24,c,1

**Employer Identifier:**
- www.cms.hhs.gov/EmployerIdentifierStand/
- www.healthprivacy.org

State privacy law summaries maintained on the Health Privacy Project Web site:
- www.alllaw.com/state_resources

AHIMA State Associations: http://www.ahima.org/directory/csa.asp
Search by state for links or information on state regulations

**HI PAA 42 CFR 164**
- Privacy rule: www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa/finalreg.html.

**Practice Brief** - Hughes, Gwen. “Laws and Regulations Governing the Disclosure of Health Information” (AHIMA Practice Brief, Updated November 2002)
Link: http://library.ahima.org/xpedio/groups/public/documents/ahima/bok1_0164

**Audience Questions**
Audio Seminar Discussion

Following today’s live seminar
Available to AHIMA members at
www.AHIMA.org

Click on Communities of Practice (CoP) – icon on top right
AHIMA Member ID number and password required – for members only

Join the Release of Information Legal Community or the HIPAA Community from your Personal Page then under Community Discussions, choose the HIPAA: Disclosure and Redisclosure Audio Seminar thread

You will be able to:
• Discuss seminar topics
• Network with other AHIMA members
• Enhance your learning experience

AHIMA Audio Seminars

Visit our Web site
http://campus.AHIMA.org
for information on the 2007 seminar schedule.
While online, you can also register for seminars or order CDs and pre-recorded Webcasts of past seminars.
Upcoming Audio Seminars

- Reporting Major Cardiovascular DRGs
  - February 22, 2007
- Useful Applications for SNOMED-CT®
  - March 8, 2007

Thank you for joining us today!

Remember – sign on to the AHI MA Audio Seminars Web site to complete your evaluation form and receive your CE Certificate online at:


Each person seeking CE credit must complete the sign-in form and evaluation in order to view and print their CE certificate

Certificates will be awarded for AHI MA and ANCC Continuing Education Credit
CE Certificate Instructions
To receive your

**AHIMA CE Certificate**
2 AHIMA CEUs or 1.8 Nursing Contact Hours

Please go to the AHIMA Web site

click on
“Sign-in” then “Complete Online Evaluation”

You will be automatically linked to the CE certificate for this seminar after signing in and completing the evaluation.

You must complete the sign-in information and the seminar evaluation in order to validate your CE credit.